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Abstract

This paper presents the results of an empirical study aimed at examining the extent to which software engineers 
follow a software process and the extent to which they improvise during the process. Our subjects tended to 
classify processes into two groups. In the first group are the processes that are formal, strict, and well-documented. In the 
second group are the processes that are informal and not well-structured. The classification has similar characteristics to the 
model proposed by Truex, Baskerville, and Travis [12]. Our first group is similar to their methodical classification, and our 

second group is similar to their amethodical classification. Interestingly, software engineers using a process in the second group 
stated that they were not using a process. We believe that software engineers who think that they are not using a process, 
because they have the prevalent concept of process as something methodical that is strict and structured, actually are using an 
informal (amethodical) process. We also found that software engineers improvise while using both types of processes in order to 
overcome shortcomings in the planned path which arose due to unexpected situations. This finding leads us to conclude that 
amethodical processes are processes too. 

Introduction

When going on a trip, it is often necessary to plan ahead. How will you get there? Nowadays, it is common to get directions from 
online map Web sites, such as MapQuest [8] or GoogleMaps [6]. These systems give you detailed written directions, a visual 

map, and also the estimated duration of your trip. At the bottom of the page, there is a disclaimer: 

"These directions are for planning purposes only. You may find that construction projects, traffic, or other events may cause 
road conditions to differ from the map results" [6]. 



In normal or ideal conditions, you can follow the directions, but conditions are not always normal. What would happen if one of 
the suggested roads is closed for maintenance? In this situation, you cannot follow the directions and have to take an alternate 
route to get to your destination. Software engineers have to face similar problems when following a software process. Software 
processes provide guidelines that engineers can follow in general. However, during development, unexpected conditions might 
occur, such as changing requirements or insufficient personnel. Due to these conditions, software engineers have to take a 
detour from the planned path, just like in our road trip scenario.

We conducted an empirical study of software engineers in order to investigate the extent to which they follow a planned 
software process path. We found that software engineers frequently claimed that they did not follow a process, especially when 
they used an informal process, but, in reality, they did. At the same time, software engineers frequently had to improvise 
processes, even when they were following informal processes. While these results make sense intuitively, i.e., that people both 
plan and improvise, they contradict prevailing views of software processes. Using the analytical lens provided by Truex, 
Baskerville, and Travis regarding the nature of software development [12], we conclude that processes and improvisation are 

both methodical and amethodical. It is important to clarify that we refer to an informal or amethodical process as a process that 
is not strict, well-structured, or well-documented. This definition does not imply that practitioners of this type of process are less 
careful, in comparison to practitioners who use a formal process. 

Truex et al. provide a model of development methods based on deconstructing the meanings within different descriptions of 
process. They arrive at this model by analyzing descriptions of methods and discerning the central and marginal meanings in 
these descriptions. Based on this analysis, they argue that the central message of a process description is methodical, but the 
marginal message is amethodical. The central message is found in the explicit content of the description, but the marginal 
message is what is missing or excluded from the description. A development process is methodical in the sense that it is logical, 
predictable, and controllable; this is the central message. In contrast, the marginal message is that a development process is 
capricious, fragmented, creative, ad hoc, and social.

Software engineers commonly associate the concept of process with a formal or methodical process. The word "process" 
connotes a procedure that is planned, documented, structured, and strict. Consequently, processes that do not have these 
characteristics have been marginalized, which Truex et al. label as being amethodical. Our study provided evidence consistent 
with this dichotomy. We found that software engineers who were not using a methodical process stated that they were not using 
a process at all. We also looked for evidence of improvisation in software processes, and we used the presence of improvisation 
as an indicator that a process was being used. In other words, improvisation only occurs when actual circumstances deviate 
from the plans; therefore, its presence shows that there was a planned process that was either methodical or amethodical. We 
found that improvisation occurs in methodical process, as was expected. However, we also found that improvisation was also 
needed when people developed software "without" a process. Consequently, we concluded that the marginalized concept of 



process, an amethodical process, is also a process. In our case, software engineers claiming that they were not using a process 
were really using a process and improving it at the same time. 

In the next section, we explain the characteristics of methodical and amethodical software development. The Methods section 
describes in detail the research methods used during this study. The Results and Discussion section presents our findings, and 
the Implications section presents the usages and lessons learned from our results. Finally, we conclude our study in the 
Conclusions section. 

Background

This study is concerned with software process, which Fuggetta defines as, "the coherent set of policies, organizational 
structures, technologies, procedures, and artifacts that are needed to conceive, develop, deploy, and maintain a software 
product" [5]. This is a typical definition of software process that emphasizes the predictable and regular activities in software 

development. Moreover, the emphasis on these aspects of software process often leads people to believe that a true software 
process is esoteric and unobtainable. Formal descriptions of software process models tend to be abstract and general. As a 
result, there are gaps in what happens when these processes are enacted by people in specific circumstances. 

Consider the following example. Lois, a subject in our study, was having problems with a high defect rate in the source code. 
She works in the aerospace industry, where the software process tends to be highly structured, and software quality is 
important. However, the prescribed process was not adequate to the task. Her solution was to add an informal inspection 
activity, in which one programmer explained his task to other programmers, who peer-reviewed the code. This activity improved 
the quality of the software by finding bugs early. This situation shows that Lois usually follows a routine to develop software, but 
there are situations where the prescribed steps fell short. In these cases, Lois needed to use her creativity to improvise on the 
software process to find a solution. This is precisely where there is a gap between process models and enactments of these 
processes. 

Dyba gave the following description of improvisation in software processes: "Improvisation deals with the unforeseen. It 
involves continual experimentation with new possibilities to create innovative and improved solutions outside current plans and 
routines. The explorative nature of improvisation necessarily involves a potential for failure, leading to the popular 
misconception that improvisation is only of a spontaneous, intuitive nature that happens among untutored geniuses or in 
immature organizations. However, organizational improvisation does not emerge from thin air. Instead, it involves and partly 
depends on the exploitation of prior routines and knowledge" [4]. 

Others have observed the interplay between prescription and improvisation. For instance, Brown and Duguid [3] stated that it is 

necessary to have both prescription and improvisation in mind while managing organizations. They conducted a study on 



customer service representatives who fix Xerox machines. They observed that workers often could not follow the prescribed 
process because some characteristics of the machines were not considered in the manual, such as the age of the machines. In 
those situations, workers used the knowledge of other coworkers and improvised a solution. The authors concluded that having 
a balance between prescription and improvisation helped organizations to be creative and innovative. 

Suchman [11] explained the tension between plans and situated actions in artificial intelligence research. She defined plans as 

prescribed actions, in other words, the set of appropriate actions for typical situations. On the other hand, she introduced the 
term "situated actions" to describe the fact that each action depends on social factors and resources that a particular occasion 
provides. We can relate the concept of plans with prescription and the concept of situated actions with improvisation. 

Truex et al. characterized prescription and improvisation as methodical and amethodical software development. They used as 
their starting point a historical definition of method as the steps that are taken to accomplish a particular task. These sequences 
of steps, and, in turn, the definition, became more abstract and general, so that a method was a prescription for a solution. The 
concept of amethodical software development came from applying a deconstructionist literary analysis to writings on software 
process. This technique proceeded by identifying a central, dominant, or privileged message in the text and, subsequently, 
inferring a marginal or excluded message. Using this technique, they arrived at the term "amethodical" software development to 
denote the ways in which software was developed, but had been excluded from the privileged text, i.e., the formal descriptions. 

Methodical software development is characterized as controllable, sequential, universal, and goal-oriented. This type of software 
development is controllable because it is possible to manage the pieces of software or process obtained through decomposition. 
It is sequential because it consists of ordered stages that have to be followed in a linear manner. It is universal because it could 
be applied to different organizational settings, and it could be equally successful. It is goal-oriented because this type of process 
is based on the assumption that some goals have to be defined, and they should be achieved after applying the process. One 
example of this type of software development is the waterfall process [9]. This software development process can be considered 

methodical because it proposes to follow the stages of analysis of requirements, design, implementation, testing, integration, 
and maintenance in a sequential and universal manner. 

On the other hand, the main characteristics of amethodical software development are that this type of software development is 
opportunistic, fragmented, ad hoc, and social. It is opportunistic because it appears as a consequence of the current and 
unanticipated situations. It is fragmented because it cannot follow a linear pattern. The stages appear independently and can 
occur in parallel. It is ad hoc because this type of process depends on the local settings of the organization. Instead of following 
plans, it follows situated actions. It is social because people are an important factor in this kind of process. Some examples of 
this type of software development include the agile software processes such as extreme programming [2] and Scrum [10]. The 

agile software process, as stated in the Agile Manifesto [1], share many characteristics of amethodical software development. 



This type of process is opportunistic and ad hoc in that it can adapt to changing circumstances. It is highly social in that it relies 
on knowledge obtained from communications between customers and developers, rather than written standard documentation.

A table from Truex et al. has been reproduced below in order to summarize the differences between methodical and amethodical 
software development [12]. 

Table 1: Assumptions and ideals of methodical and amethodical processes. 



 

Having laid out these concepts and having explained what we mean by improvisation applied to software process, we will 
discuss our methods and findings. 

Methods

Subjects

The target population for this study was software engineers who are currently following development processes while developing 
or managing significant software projects. A total of eight software engineers participated in this study. 

The participants were between 25 and 41 years old. Six of them hold a BS degree in computer science, one holds a BS in 
aerospace, and another holds an MS in computer science. Their experience in developing software ranged from 4 to 15 years. 
Six are men and two are women. Refer to Table 2 for more information about our subjects, identified with pseudonyms.

Table 2: Subjects in the study. 



 



Data Collection Procedure

We conducted interviews with each of the eight software engineers over a period of three weeks. The semi-structured interviews 
lasted between 20 and 44 minutes and consisted of six questions: 

1.  Could you tell me about your job?
2.  Could you tell me about the procedure that you use to develop software?
3.  Have you ever had a situation where the procedure didn't fit or needed to be changed?
4.  What was the problem? How did you overcome it? Did you invent a new procedure?
5.  Do you think that these problems had an impact on the success of the project?
6.  Do you think that these kinds of problems are common in your work?

Follow-up questions were asked when appropriate. 

Although the study was about improvisation while using a software development process, the word "improvisation" was not used 
in the questions because this word can have a bad connotation. However, in some cases, our subjects voluntarily mentioned this 
word. In that case, we continued using it during the interview. 

Data Analysis Techniques

During the transcription of each interview, the text was analyzed using "focus coding" [7]. Focus coding is a technique that 

allows pieces of information in the transcript to be coded in order to highlight points of interest for our study. For example, 
something that we were interested in was the feelings that our subjects expressed during the interview. Focus coding allowed us 
to probe this topic in depth and to examine our subjects' feelings regarding deviation from a software process. An example of 
focus coding is shown in Table 3. In this table, the first column is the transcription of the interview, and the second column 
represents the analytical theme to which some lines of transcription are related. 

Following transcription and coding, we cross-tabulated the codes between files in order to categorize our findings. For example, 
we looked in other transcripts for pieces of information that were related to the expression of feelings by our subjects. 

Table 3: Example of transcription and focus coding analysis. 



 



Threads to Validity

Although this empirical study was conducted with eight subjects, having differing backgrounds, we are aware that this study has 
some limitations. First, the authors of this paper contacted the subjects, conducted the interviews, transcribed the interviews, 
coded the transcriptions, and analyzed the information. It is possible that this fact has induced a bias in the analysis. In 
addition, it could be possible that different people could code the transcripts in a different way or even that other researchers 
could analyze the results with a different perspective. 

Second, the size of our sample is small. Different results could have been obtained with a larger sample. Another issue is the 
years of experience of our subjects. They have, on average, 5.5 years of experience, except for one who has 15 years of 
experience. We suspected that having subjects with more experience could change our findings. Finally, it is important to note 
that not all of our subjects are working in industry. Some are working in academia, which could have affected our results. 

Although our study has some limitations, the results obtained represent the findings of an initial study and provide us with some 
useful empirical data to evaluate our conceptions about the nature of software processes. 

Results and Discussion

In this section, we present the findings of our empirical study about the extent to which software engineers follow a software 
process and improvise while using a process. We found that all of our subjects used some kind of software process. These 
processes were either formal or informal. These two categories align closely with the methodical and amethodical aspects of 
software development. In addition, subjects who used an amethodical process believed that they were not using a process. 
Moreover, we found that no matter which type of process the software engineers used, they needed to improvise. They did so to 
deal with shortcomings of the process in daily activities and during unexpected situations. The presence of improvisation in both 
types of processes helped us to determine that amethodical processes are, in fact, processes too. 

Processes are Both Methodical and Amethodical

We asked our subjects about the software process that they are currently using. Almost all of them used a classification of 
software processes that fell into two general groups. The different classifications mentioned by our subjects are shown in Table 
4. 

Table 4: Software process classification. 



 

Yasin clearly stated during the interview that he divided software development processes into two main categories. He said, 
"Well, yeah. It is a process depending upon people instead of a formalized, well-documented process. It is a chaotic process." 
From his words we can distinguish two opposite types of processes: "formalized, well-documented" and "chaotic." He had a clear 
separation of concepts between the processes that formally impose the creation of documentation and the processes that do 
not. He referred to the second group as chaotic. Interestingly, the process that he used fell into the chaotic group. 

When Sylvia talked about the software process that she was using, she mentioned the characteristics that her process does not 
have. In this way, we can imply the characteristics of the other group to which her process belongs. Sylvia said, "Yeah, it could 
be a process. It does not have a name, but... it is not a strict software engineering process in terms of based on phases. It is 
not very defined." She emphasized that her process is "not a strict" process and that it is "not very defined." These counter-
characteristics helped us to imply the characteristics of the other group of software process—strict and well-defined. 

We observed that our subjects classified software processes into two general groups. They used different terms to label this 
classification, but the idea behind each type was the same. In Type A, we had the processes that were formal, documented, and 
followed in a strictly structured manner. In Type B, we had processes that were exactly the opposite. These processes did not 
enforce strict documentation or structure to be followed. Although these processes are classified into two different groups, they 
both define steps to be followed while developing software. Therefore, both can be considered software processes. 

In our study, Lois and Nando used a mandatory structured (Type A) process. In addition, Dominic used a process that was 
defined by each project in its proposal (Type A). Our other five subjects claimed that they do not use a process to develop 
software. For them, using a process that does not enforce documentation or a strict structure means not using a software 
process at all. After asking some questions about the steps to develop software, we could see that they do have a process, but it 
is not a Type A process. Ultimately, they recognized that they have some kind of process. 



George initially said that he was not using a process. When we asked him whether he was sure that he was not using a process, 
he said, "Yeah, well, it is not a formal process, but it is a process with which we feel comfortable." He did not sound convinced 
about that when he said, "Yeah," and he continued, "it is not a formal process." For him, it was difficult to recognize that he 
used a process. 

David, in addition, expressed his uncertainty about the effectiveness of using a Type B procedure. He said, "It is sort of an in-
house process developed over time. Nobody will say this is the process and we should follow it. It is like multiple software 
development processes that are individual.... Sometimes I am amazed that we can deliver a product with this process." 
Although his company delivers quality software, he was surprised that this process could have successful results. He admitted 
that he used a process in spite of the fact that it was not a Type A process. 

Joao showed some nervousness by laughing while replying that he did not use a Type A process. He said, "Well (laughing) I do 
not know if I do use a formal process. I mean I know that I do not use a formal software method. I just think about what I have 
to do and then (laughing) do it. Then test and work until it is done." Joao believed that he was not using a process because he 
knew that the steps he was following were not part of a formal process. Instead, they were what he needed to do in order to 
deliver the product. 

Truex et al. proposed a model in which they classify software development into two groups, methodical and amethodical. We 
observed that the classification of software processes found in our study is similar to the model proposed by Truex et al. The 
Type A processes in our study are structured and documented. These characteristics give us the notion of a controllable process, 
which is one of the main characteristics of the methodical group. 

In a similar way, our Type B corresponds with the amethodical group. Processes in Type B are ad hoc, as mentioned by two of 
our subjects. David explained that he used software processes that were suitable for each individual in his team. Sylvia also 
mentioned that the process she used was not very defined, and it could change depending on the circumstances. Yasin 
mentioned another characteristic of this group of processes. He claimed that the process he used was based on people. This 
characteristic reminded us of the social aspect of the amethodical processes. Because of the similarity of our findings with Truex 
et al., we will refer to Type A as the methodical group and Type B as the amethodical group in the rest of the paper. 

Improvisation Occurs in both Methodical and Amethodical Processes

Our subjects developed software or managed software projects on a daily basis. We have seen in the previous subsection that 
they all use a software process, whether formal and structured or not necessarily formal or documented. In this subsection, we 
argue that, in all cases, software engineers felt the need to improvise in order to overcome unanticipated problems, because 



neither methodical nor amethodical processes provide sufficient guidance in all situations. This fact further supports our claim 
that the informal processes used by our subjects should also be considered as processes. We illustrate our findings using 
quotations from four subjects. Two used methodical processes and another two used amethodical processes. This pattern was 
found in all of our subjects regardless of the processes used.

We begin with two subjects, Lois and Nando, who used processes in the methodical group to show their need to change the 
process when they face a problem. They had to find creative solutions when confronted by unexpected situations. 

Recall the example provided about Lois in the Background section. She stated, "If I found a problem, I can take the initiative of 
fixing the process and then it will go to the approval board, and you have to talk with people that will be affected by the change. 
If the problem cannot wait, I try to solve the problem with other people, talking with other people, asking." Lois explained that 
she faced a problem, and she had two options to solve it. If the solution cannot wait, she would talk to people to find a solution. 
If the solution can wait, she will go to the normal process of approval. During the interview, she mentioned how she first 
improvised to solve a problem, and then the solution became part of the process. Her solution had good results, and, after a 
while, it was included in the formal process. For her, improvising was a way to improve the process and make a contribution for 
her company. 

Nando commented that the process that he uses is the same for both big and small projects. He explained, "We are changing 
things in order to fit the small projects in our methodology, because now we spend more time documenting than changing the 
code for these small projects." He was having problems with small projects because he had to create a lot of documentation. In 
many cases, documentation took more time than the development itself. Now, when he has to implement a small project, he 
does not follow the guidelines of the process, but does all of the documentation at the end of the project. He had to improvise 
this solution because his customer asked for a quick implementation, and the customer did not care about the procedure. Nando 
is working with his manager to include a special procedure for small projects.

This result is consistent with partitioning provided by Truex et al. It is not surprising to find that software engineers using 
methodical processes, which impose a sequence and structure, have the need to improvise. They have a written process to 
follow, but not all of the situations that they could face are written there. They have to be creative and take a detour from the 
prescribed process with the aim of solving unexpected circumstances in which the planned guidelines of the process do not help. 

More surprising, subjects who used a process in the amethodical group also improvised to improve their process. In particular, 
George and David gave clear examples. George mentioned that when his team defined the interfaces in the design phase, they 
preferred to do the design of interfaces iteratively and improve the design in each meeting, instead of having strict guidelines to 
follow. He said, "Yes, we improvise because the way we came out with the interfaces is a gradual process of improvising the 



interfaces with brainstorming creating new things. It is always an increment from meeting to meeting and step by step. It is not 
like you freeze something and you are done. It is not like that." Although this situation could be seen as a design improvisation 
within the process, it is a good example of how improvisation is needed in amethodical processes where iterative design is used. 
George emphasized "creating new things." For him, letting developers express their creativity was an important factor, which is 
evidenced when they improvise while designing interfaces. 

David expressed a similar sentiment when he stated, "The process that we have is so flexible that you are changing all the time. 
It is sort of a ... maybe is not a process in any way, so it is sort of a how the things go and come up." He described the process 
that he used as very changeable due to the "flexible" nature of it. It is interesting that he mentioned that "maybe [it] is not a 
process in any way" because it reveals that, for him, a process is something rigid that could not let him improvise. In this case, 
the process that he used let him do it, so he doubted if the process that he used was really a process. 

We expected that software engineers would have the need to improvise when they were using a prescribed process. Instead, we 
found that they used both methodical and amethodical processes and improvised in both. The fact that software engineers 
improvised while using an amethodical process, which is ad hoc, flexible, and not structured, provides further support to our 
claim that amethodical processes are processes too. Our subjects faced situations where their plans were not suitable, and they 
felt the need to improvise to overcome the shortcomings of their process. 

Implications

The results of this study can be used in different ways. First, the fact that software engineers who use an amethodical process 
state that they do not use a process, helps us to understand the common connotation of the word "process" among software 
practitioners. Software engineers are more used to the prevalent description of this word as related to methodical processes. 
Due to the marginalized position of amethodical processes, they have not received enough attention from researchers. Thus, 
this fact could be considered as a point of failure in process research. 

Second, our results show that improvisation is needed in not only methodical processes, but also amethodical processes. This 
finding could be used for agile researchers or investigators of other amethodical processes with the goal to provide amethodical 
software practitioners tools and process models that support improvisation and provide the resources to innovate, while still 
using a software process. 

Conclusions

Our study shows evidence consistent with the model proposed by Truex et al. that software engineers classify software 
processes into two main groups with similar characteristics. All of our subjects use some kind of software process—either ones 



that are formal, strict, and well-documented (methodical) or ones that are informal and not well-structured (amethodical). It is 
interesting to see that the opportunistic and social nature of amethodical processes makes software engineers think that they 
are not using a process when they really are following one. This is because software engineers relate the term software process 
to the deep-rooted definition of this term, as a set of prescribed guidelines. This is the prevailing concept of software process; it 
makes practitioners believe that the informal process is not a real software process. In addition, our subjects seemed to relate 
formality with effectiveness. Although they were working with an amethodical process and having good results, they perceived 
that methodical processes were more effective. David, who is using an amethodical process, gave us a clear example of this 
situation. He was amazed by the fact that his company can deliver a product with the process they use. 

We also concluded that improvisation occurs both in methodical and amethodical software processes. This fact supports our 
conclusion that informal processes used by our subjects are processes too. We expected to find improvisation in methodical 
software processes, where software engineers have to follow prescribed plans that often do not describe the guidelines to be 
followed in unexpected situations. Surprisingly, we found that software engineers following an amethodical software 
development process also needed to improvise. Although the process they applied was flexible and ad hoc in nature, software 
engineers still needed to innovate in order to face unexpected situations. We observed that a software process should have a 
balance between planned activities and improvisation. Thus, methodical processes, characterized by guidelines, need a balance 
with unplanned actions or improvisation. Amethodical processes, characterized by improvisation, also need some planned 
activities to be used as a starting point for the improvisation. 

The interesting results obtained in this initial study have motivated us to continue our research. We plan to interview people 
using traditional software development processes (waterfall or unified process) and agile software development processes 
(extreme programming or Scrum), with the goal of making a comparison on how these two groups of software engineers 
improvise while developing software. 
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